Dress Code
When you arrive at the club

Please wear cap, hat or visor

1. Please wear a jacket. However jacket is not required only
during the summer from June to September.
2. Casual wears such as jeans, jersey, T-shirts, camouflaged
clothes, sneakers, sandals and too ornate dress are not
allowed.

with collar and
sleeves

When you play, please
No Cap ×
no collar or
sleeves X

towel on
shoulder or
neck X

T-shirt or tank top X

out of trousers X
towel on
waist X

Jeans X

hot pants, tennis
skirt or jeans X

1. wear a cap, hat or visor.
2. wear a shirt with collar and sleeves. T-shirts, tank top,
camisoles and cargo pants are not allowed.
3. put the bottom of shirt into trousers.
4. do not put the towel on the shoulder, waist or neck.
5. You can wear short pants for golf with short socks.
6. We recommend to wear the soft spikes.

Etiquette & Manners

When you play

1. Please follow the group in front of you and keep “play fast”.
2. Please fix your footprints in the bunker by yourself.
3. If you hit the ball to the wrong direction and feel danger to the
others , please call “Fore” to call their attention.
4. Please do not throw away the trash on the course.

When you are in the club house or restaurant

1. Please take off a hat, cap or visor inside.
2. Please refrain from talking on mobile phone in the restaurant.
3. Smoking is strictly prohibited. Please smoke in the designated area.

Dress Code
Etiquette & Manners
When you arrive at the club
1. Please wear a jacket. However jacket is not required only during the summer from June to September.
2. Casual wears such as jeans, jersey, T-shirts, camouflaged clothes, sneakers, sandals and too ornate dress are not
allowed.

Please wear cap, hat or visor
with collar and
sleeves

No Cap ×
no collar or sleeves X

out of trousers X

towel on shoulder
or neck X

Jeans X

T-shirt or tank top X

hot pants, tennis skirt
or jeans X

When you play
1. Please wear a cap, hat or visor.
2. Please wear a shirt with collar and sleeves. T-shirts, tank top, camisoles and cargo pants are not allowed.
3. Please put the bottom of shirt into trousers.
4. Please do not put the towel on the shoulder, waist or neck.
5. You can wear short pants for golf with short socks.
6. We recommend to wear the soft spikes.
7. Please follow the group in front of you and keep “play fast”.
8. Please fix your footprints in the bunker by yourself.
9. If you hit the ball to the wrong direction and feel danger to the others , please call “Fore” to call their attention.
10. Please do not throw away the trash on the course.
When you are in the club house or restaurant
1. Please take off a hat, cap or visor inside.
2. Please refrain from talking on mobile phone in the restaurant.
3. Smoking is strictly prohibited. Please smoke in the designated area.

Thank you for coming to Osaka Golf
Club and your understanding.

Enjoy the game!

In the bathroom
1. We are sorry that anyone with tattoo is not allowed to take a bath or shower.
2. Please take your bag and clothes to the bathroom and change there. You are not allowed to go to bathroom
without clothes.
3. Please do not put a towel into the bath.
4. Please take a shower first before taking a bath.

